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Abstract 
Objectives: Electric stimulation is used to treat a number of neurological disorders such as 
epilepsy and depression. However, delivering the required current to far-field neural targets is 
often ineffective because of current spread through low-impedance pathways. Here, the specific 
aims are to develop an empirical measure for current passing through the human head and to 
optimize stimulation strategies for targeting deeper structures, including the auditory nerve, by 
utilizing the cochlear implant (CI). 
Materials and Methods: Outward input/output (I/O) functions were obtained by CI stimulation 
and recording scalp potentials in five CI subjects. Conversely, inward I/O functions were 
obtained by non-invasive transcranial electric stimulation (tES) and recording intracochlear 
potentials using the onboard recording capability of the CI. 
Results: I/O measures indicate substantial current spread, with a maximum of 2.2% gain 
recorded at the inner ear target during tES (mastoid-to-mastoid electrode configuration). 
Similarly, CI stimulation produced a maximum of 1.1% gain at the scalp electrode nearest the CI 
return electrode. Gain varied with electrode montage according to a point source model that 
accounted for distances between the stimulating and recording electrodes. Within the same 
electrode montages, current gain patterns varied across subjects suggesting the importance of 
tissue properties, geometry, and electrode positioning. 
Conclusion: These results provide a novel objective measure of electric stimulation in the 
human head, which can help to optimize stimulation parameters that improve neural excitation of 
deep structures by reducing the influence of current spread. 
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Introduction 
Electric stimulation utilizes electric current to excite or inhibit specific structures of the nervous 
system. It is used to treat a wide variety of neurological disorders including Parkinson’s disease1, 
epilepsy2,3, and depression2,4 through modalities such as deep brain stimulation, vagus nerve 
stimulation, or transcranial electric stimulation (tES). It is also used to restore motor function for 
stroke rehabilitation5 and sensory function such as hearing in the profoundly deaf through the use 
of a cochlear implant (CI)6. 
The choice of electrode location is important because it, along with the anatomy of the head and 
the conductive properties of biological tissues7, gives rise to the resultant electric field and 
currents in the head, thereby defining the effective activation of target neurons. In general, the 
current required to excite a neural structure increases with the square of its distance from the 
stimulating electrode8–10. Thus, electrical stimulation is most effective when delivered directly to 
neural targets through nearby electrodes. Increasing the distance of the electrodes from the target 
not only decreases the efficiency, it also increases the likelihood of side effects because electric 
current unavoidably spreads through intermediate tissues including untargeted neurons and 
receptors11–13. 
For non-invasive/far-field electrode locations used in tES, there is a critical need to empirically 
monitor electric current passing between the stimulation site and deep neural structures in a 
living human head. Present methods to characterize current flow from tES are restricted to 
surface potential recordings with EEG electrodes14–16, finite-element modelling of the human 
head16–21, or voltage distribution within the brains of epilepsy sufferers during surgery22,23. These 
studies showed dominant current shunting through the scalp from tES due to the high resistivity 
of the skull19–21. To produce deep and focal neural stimulation, recent studies have used 
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electrodes of unique geometries24, electrodes positioned in strategic locations25,26, or even 
simultaneous stimulation from multiple electrodes16,19. More recently, the mouse hippocampus 
was stimulated without activating the overlying cortex through a combination of multiple 
electrode positions and stimulation waveforms producing temporally interfering patterns27. 
Another study utilized intersectional short pulse stimulation to induce intersecting electric fields 
by successively building up charge in a region of the mouse brain28. Still, focal and deep neural 
activation by tES remains a challenge. 
The present study introduced and experimentally verified a novel method for characterizing 
current flow during tES by utilizing a neural prosthesis implanted deep within the head—namely, 
the cochlear implant in the inner ear. Modern CIs can not only deliver current to the deafened ear 
to restore hearing but also record voltages in the inner ear through a recording circuit embedded 
in the cochlear implant (i.e. back-telemetry)29,30. This dual-capacity technology offers a unique 
opportunity to either deliver or record stimuli from within a deep region of the head (Figure 1). 
First, we used CI stimulation and scalp recordings to characterize the “outward” input/output 
(I/O) function23,31. Second, we used tES and CI recordings to characterize the “inward” I/O 
function. Third, we investigated the effects of phase duration and current intensity on the 
recordings16,23,32, and derived an analytical model to fit these I/O functions. Finally, we discussed 
potential methods to advance this novel technique and improve the depth and focality of tES. 
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Figure 1. (a) External component of a cochlear implant system that is worn over the ear. (b) Internal 
component of a Nucleus cochlear implant with close up of the electrode array inserted into the cochlea. 
Stimulation is between the apical electrode and the ball (MP1) or plate (MP2) electrode. (c) Internal 
component of a HiRes 90K cochlear implant. Stimulation is between the apical electrode (not shown) and 
the ring (IE1) or plate (IE2) electrode. (d) Outward I/O functions obtained by delivering current to the 
inner ear via cochlear implant stimulation and recording scalp potentials via EEG electrodes. (e) Inward 
I/O functions obtained by delivering current to the head via a pair of electrodes at locations including the 
ear canals, mastoids, temples, forehead, top of the head, and nape (some locations not shown) and 
recording potentials at the inner ear via cochlear implant back-telemetry. 
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Material and Methods 
Subjects 
Five cochlear implant recipients, aged between 49 and 78 years, participated in the study (Table 
1). Subject 1 (S1) was a bilateral user and was only tested on one side. All the other subjects 
were unilateral users. The cochlear implant is comprised of an external component that is worn 
behind the ear which communicates wirelessly with the internal component via telemetry 
(Figure 1(a)). S1-S4 were users of the Nucleus implant device (Cochlear Ltd., Sydney, 
Australia), namely the Nucleus 24, Freedom, or CI512, with an intracochlear electrode array 
consisting of 22 electrodes (Figure 1(b)). S5 used the HiRes 90K implant (Advanced Bionics, 
Valencia, CA, USA) with an array consisting of 16 electrodes (Figure 1(c)). Each subject 
provided their radiological scans for analysis of head dimensions and implant location (Figure 
2). The experimental protocol was approved by the University of California, Irvine Institutional 
Review Board and all subjects gave written informed consent to participate in the study. 
Table 1. Subject Demographics and Current Amplitude(s) Used in CI Stimulation and tES Studies.  
ID Gender Age 
Uni- /  
Bi-lateral 
Tested 
Ear Device 
Current Amplitude (µA) 
CI Stim 
(100 µs) 
CI Stim 
(500 µs) tES 
S1 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
56 
50 
49 
67 
78 
Bilateral 
Unilateral 
Unilateral 
Unilateral 
Unilateral 
R 
R 
L 
L 
R 
Nucleus 24 
Nucleus Freedom 
Nucleus Freedom 
Nucleus CI512 
HiRes 90K 
20, 27, 31, 57 
N/A 
20, 27, 57 
N/A 
20, 75, 120 
20, 27, 31 
20, 27, 31 
20, 27 
N/A 
N/A 
50 
150 
100 
400 
100 
M/F, Male/Female; R/L, Right/Left. 
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Figure 2. (a) A pair of point charges are used to model a pair of stimulating electrodes. The electric 
potential at a target A and reference B is determined by their distance from the active (‘+’) and return (‘–’) 
electrodes (dA+ and dA-, and dB+ and dB-, respectively). dstim represents the distance separating the two 
electrodes. (b),(c) X-ray of S4 with external electrode positions (red points), internal cochlear implant 
(white components), and intracochlear electrode array (white arrow) with labels corresponding to points 
in (a). (b) Outward I/O recording: locations of CI stimulating electrodes with an example of a single 
recording site A on the scalp. The reference B is located on the knee (not shown). (c) Inward I/O 
recording: same as (b), but with the intracochlear electrode as recording site A and the monopolar return 
electrode as reference B. 
Cochlear Implant Stimulation 
The outward I/O function was measured by delivering electric stimuli through the cochlear 
implant and measuring the outward-going voltage potentials on the scalp (Figure 1(d)). All 
stimuli consisted of charge-balanced biphasic pulses with phase durations of 100 or 500 µs 
delivered from the most apical intracochlear electrode at a pulse rate of 500 Hz. The stimulus 
intensity was set up to 4 levels, between 20 and 120 µA, ranging from below the subject’s 
auditory threshold to a comfortable loudness level (Table 1) and was delivered continuously for 
approximately 90 seconds. Due to time restrictions, S2 only participated with 500 µs phase 
duration stimuli here, and S4 did not participate in this part of the study. 
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For the Nucleus subjects, a Sound Processor for Electrical and Acoustic Research (SPEAR3, 
HearWorks Pty. Ltd., Melbourne, Australia) was connected to the CI processor to control 
stimulus delivery33. Two CI return modes were tested: MP1 (remote ball electrode) and MP2 
(plate electrode on the CI case) (Figure 1(b)). Stimulus level was controlled by an analog dial 
with positions corresponding to standard clinical units, which enabled the conversion to electric 
current. For the HiRes subject, electric stimuli were controlled by the Bionic Ear Data Collection 
System software (BEDCS v1.17.208, Advanced Bionics, Valencia, CA)34,35. Due to limitations 
of this software, only a phase duration of 100 µs was used. Two CI return modes were tested: 
IE1 (ring electrode near the CI case) and IE2 (plate electrode on the CI case) (Figure 1(c)). The 
computer was connected to the subject’s CI device via a programming pod to deliver the 
stimulus, with stimulus level being controlled through the software. 
Scalp potentials were recorded using the Neuroscan SynAmp2 system and Scan 4.5 software 
with either a QuikCap 32-channel or 64-channel cap (SynAmps2, Compumedics Neuroscan, 
Charlotte, NC, USA). Electrode locations were determined by the standard 10–20 system 
including intermediate positions and a neutral reference electrode was placed on the knee. 
Contact with the skin could not be achieved for two scalp electrodes over the CI telemetry coil 
(CP5/TP7 for left CI users, CP6/TP8 for right CI users), so these were excluded from the 
recording. Subjects were seated comfortably and asked to remain still during recordings. 
All raw waveforms were captured at 20 kHz sampling frequency with a 3.5 kHz antialiasing 
filter and the recordings were averaged over 120 stimulus presentations for analysis. The peak 
amplitude of the leading waveform phase was determined and used for all comparisons in this 
study. 
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The impedance between the stimulating electrodes was determined using Custom Sound EP 
(Cochlear Ltd., Sydney, Australia) for Nucleus and SoundWave (Advanced Bionics, Valencia, 
CA, USA) for HiRes. To enable conversion of this value to input voltage through Ohm’s law, the 
capacitive component of the impedance was calculated via an analytical model derived by Dual 
et al.36 and then subtracted from the impedance measurement. Here, 5000 and 1000 Hz 
frequencies were used for the 100 and 500 µs phase duration biphasic square pulses, 
respectively.  
Transcranial Electric Stimulation 
The inward I/O function was measured by delivering an electric stimulus through transcranial 
scalp electrodes and measuring the inward-going voltages with the CI “back-telemetry” 
recording circuit (Figure 1(e)). As with CI stimulation, all stimuli were charge-balanced biphasic 
pulse trains at a pulse rate of 500 Hz with either 100 or 500 µs phase duration. The electric 
stimulus was delivered continuously at a single current level set below the subject’s sensation 
threshold (Table 1) for approximately 90 seconds. 
The stimulus was generated digitally using Matlab (R2015a, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) and 
delivered via a soundcard to a custom-built constant-current source. Prior to each experiment, the 
system was calibrated to a maximum output of 2 mA by connecting a 1 kΩ resistor and 
measuring output voltage on an oscilloscope. During the experiment, the resistor was 
disconnected, and current-controlled stimulation was delivered to a pair of electrodes (“active” 
and “return”) on the subject’s head. The oscilloscope was used here to monitor the input voltage 
between the two electrodes during the stimulation. For safety, stimulation was only delivered 
when both the subject and experimenter each compressed their own foot-pedal and was stopped 
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immediately when either pedal was released. The subject was isolated from direct connection to 
mains with a transformer power supply. 
Transcranial electric stimulation was delivered using electrode pairs that included locations in 
the ear canals (ipsilateral and contralateral to the CI), mastoids, temples, forehead, top of the 
head, and nape. For the ear canal location, a gold-foil-wrapped-foam tiptrode (Etymotic ER3-
26A, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) coated with conductive gel (SignaGel, Parker Laboratories, 
Inc., Fairfield, NJ, USA) was used. The electrode was inserted with a maximum insertion depth 
of 2 cm from the ear canal opening. All other locations utilized a gold cup electrode (Natus 
Neurology-Grass, Warwick, RI, USA) adhered to the skin with electrode cream (EC2 Electrode 
Cream, Natus Neurology-Grass). 
Voltages were recorded using the respective CI manufacturer’s neural response back-telemetry 
program: Custom Sound EP 3.2 for Nucleus subjects and SoundWave for the HiRes subject. 
First, the subject’s CI was connected to the computer via an external programming pod. Next, 
electric stimulation was delivered to the subject while simultaneously recording voltages at the 
most apical CI electrode with reference to the MP1 or IE1 electrode at 20 or 28 kHz sampling 
frequency, respectively, using a 10 kHz antialiasing filter. 52 raw waveforms were processed to 
create an average waveform and the peak amplitude was determined for all the comparisons in 
this study. 
Gain Model 
A simple model was derived to predict the expected gain for any given pair of stimulating 
electrodes. The model assumes that the stimulating electrodes are a pair of point current sources 
in a homogeneous medium based on the quasi-static approximation with electrodes that are small 
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compared to the domain space37: the active electrode is modeled as a positive current source 
while the return electrode is modeled as a negative current source (Figure 2(a)). 
For any single current source, the electric potential V at any point A can be determined using: 
𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 = 𝐼𝐼4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋  ( 1 ) 
where I is the current level, d is the distance between point A and the source, and σ is the 
effective conductivity of the medium37. When more than one source is present, the net electric 
potential at A is the sum of the electric potentials from each individual source, as defined by the 
principle of superposition. For a system with two equal and opposite sources (𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼+ = −𝐼𝐼−), the 
electric potential at A becomes: 
𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 = 𝐼𝐼+4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴+ + 𝐼𝐼−4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴− = 𝐼𝐼4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 � 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴+ − 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴−�  ( 2 ) 
where dA+ and dA- are distances between A and the positive and negative sources, respectively. 
For CI stimulation, point A represents a scalp recording electrode, and the two sources represent 
the intracochlear electrode and monopolar return (Figure 2(b)). 
For tES, stimulating scalp electrodes deliver current from the skin surface into the head. This can 
be represented as point current sources on a half-space domain, effectively doubling the voltage 
that is generated compared to an electrode embedded within a full-space domain. Additionally, 
CI back-telemetry measures electric potential as the potential difference between the recording 
intracochlear electrode (point A) and the reference monopolar electrode (point B) (Figure 2(c)). 
From these, the voltage is: 
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𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 − 𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵 = 𝐼𝐼2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 �� 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴+ − 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴−� − � 1𝜋𝜋𝐵𝐵+ − 1𝜋𝜋𝐵𝐵−��  ( 3 ) 
The voltage gain, G, is defined as the ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage. This forms 
the following two proportionalities for CI stimulation and tES, respectively: 
𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐼𝐼4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 � 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴+ − 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴−�  ( 4 )  
𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶 = 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐼𝐼2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 �� 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴+ − 1𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴−� − � 1𝜋𝜋𝐵𝐵+ − 1𝜋𝜋𝐵𝐵−��  ( 5 ) 
where 𝑘𝑘 = 𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶, an arbitrary constant with units VSm-1 that is to be determined to produce the 
best fit for G with the experimental data. Distances between electrodes were determined through 
post-op CT scans provided by the subjects for internal CI electrodes, and by scaling the standard 
EEG locations files for the QuikCap (Neuroscan) by each subject’s head-size for external scalp 
electrodes. 
Results 
Cochlear Implant Stimulation and Scalp Recordings 
Typical raw scalp recordings from CI stimulation are shown in Figure 3(a),(b) as average 
waveforms. Only a few of the recording sites near the cochlear implant return electrode exhibited 
large voltage magnitudes of 3 mV (signal-to-noise ratio = 48.1 dB), with potential dropping off 
sharply away from these sites. The noise level was measured as the root-mean-squared voltage 
between pulses and was found to be 10.3 ± 6.4 µV for all raw waveforms and 1.1 ± 0.9 µV after 
averaging within a dataset. 
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Figure 3. (a),(b) Representative scalp recordings from the 64-electrode site EEG cap due to cochlear 
implant stimulation for subjects S3 (MP1, 500 µs phase duration) and S5 (IE1, 100 µs phase duration), 
respectively, at 20 µA. (c),(d) Topographic maps obtained from scalp recordings of CI stimulation for 
MP1 and MP2 stimulation (S1, S2, and S3), and IE1 and IE2 stimulation (S5) after correcting for the bias 
of the reference electrode. Topographies represent the peak amplitude of the leading waveform phase. A 
logarithmic color scale was utilized. Contour lines were placed at 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 µV. L/R, 
Left/Right cochlear implant. 
Negative or reverse-polarity potentials were observed on the contralateral side of stimulation, 
indicating a bias in the recordings. A finite element model of the human head created for CI 
stimulation38 was used to estimate the bias, and this value was subsequently subtracted from all 
recordings. Topographic maps are shown with a logarithmic color scale for four subjects at 20 
µA stimulus current for ease of visualization and comparison (Figure 3(c),(d)). First, voltage 
depends highly on CI side, with peak potentials on the right side for S1, S2, and S5, and on the 
left side for S3. Second, voltage distribution also depends on the CI return electrode, with peak 
potentials centered around the temporal region for MP1 stimulation, and more posteriorly for 
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MP2 stimulation (Nucleus users S1-S3). Peak potentials were located posterior to the ear for the 
HiRes user, with the IE1 peak location being inferior/lateral to that of IE2. Third, voltage 
distributions were different between subjects in terms of peak value and location, indicating 
individual head variability as well as individual differences in the placement of the return 
electrode or implant body. 
Transcranial Electric Stimulation and Cochlear Implant Recordings 
Forty different electrode pair configurations were tested for tES. Select averaged waveforms for 
two subjects are shown in Figure 4. First, voltage magnitudes recorded by back-telemetry were 
highly dependent on the location of the stimulating electrodes relative to the CI recording 
electrodes. Near-zero voltages were more likely when both stimulating electrodes were either 
close to the recording electrodes, such as the ipsilateral ear canal and mastoid (Ei-Mi), or far 
away from the CI recording electrodes, such as the top of the head and forehead (Cz-Fpz). On 
the other hand, large voltage magnitudes of up to 3.5 mV were recorded when only one of the 
stimulating electrodes was close to the recording electrodes, for example, the ipsilateral and 
contralateral ear canal (Ei-Ec) and mastoid (Mi-Mc) configurations. Second, the polarity of the 
voltage waveform was dependent on which of the two stimulating electrodes was used as the 
“active” or positive site. Switching the active and return sites for an electrode configuration 
reversed the polarity of the recording (Mi-Mc vs Mc-Mi). Third, voltage magnitudes varied 
between subjects for the same stimulating electrode pair and input current, indicating differences 
in head anatomy and the placement of the electrodes. 
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Figure 4. Cochlear implant back-telemetry recordings from individual scalp stimulation pairs during 
transcranial electric stimulation for: (a) S3 (500 µs phase duration), and (b) S5 (100 µs phase duration), 
respectively. Above each waveform is the pair of electrodes used for stimulation, written as “active”-
“return”. Head schematic shows electrode locations for a right CI subject. C, contralateral; Cz, top of 
head; E, ear canal; Fpz, forehead; i, ipsilateral; M, mastoid; Np, nape; T, temple. 
Effect of Phase Duration 
Figure 5 compares the measured voltages for 100 and 500 µs phase duration stimuli during both 
CI stimulation and tES. For CI stimulation, voltages at 100 µs phase duration were 14% lower 
than those at 500 µs (Figure 5(a), r = 0.983, n = 386, p < 0.001). The deviation can be explained 
by: (1) the transient effects of the electrode-electrolyte interface of the CI electrodes giving rise 
to larger voltages for longer pulses39, and (2) the low cutoff frequency for the antialiasing filter 
preventing the waveform from reaching its peak for the 100 µs signal. Results for the two phase 
durations were more similar for tES, with the 100 µs phase duration electric potentials being 
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only 4% lower than for 500 µs (Figure 5(b), r = 0.999, n = 98, p < 0.01). Based on the high 
correlation of these data and the assumption of linear resistive behavior in the head, the electric 
potentials for 100 µs phase duration were scaled by 1.16 (for CI stimulation) and 1.04 (for tES) 
for the following results sections. 
 
Figure 5. (a) Comparison of voltages obtained using 100 and 500 µs phase duration for CI stimulation. 
S2 was presented with only 500 µs pulses, and S5 with 100 µs pulses. S4 did not participate. (b) 
Comparison of voltages obtained using 100 and 500 µs phase duration for tES. All 5 subjects were 
presented with both phase durations. 
Effect of Current Input 
The effect of input current intensity on the output voltage was investigated for CI stimulation and 
the results are shown for each dataset (subject and phase duration combination) in Figure 6. 
Input current was normalized to the largest current value for a dataset (reported in Table 1) to 
enable comparison between subjects. Output voltage at each recording location was normalized 
to the scalp potential recorded using the highest stimulation level to enable comparison between 
locations and individuals. Each point represents the average and standard deviation across 
recording locations for one dataset at a single current level. As expected, scalp potential 
increased with increasing current for all subjects, with a highly significant linear fit across all test 
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conditions (slope = 1.02, r = 0.95, n = 1247, p < 0.001) suggesting that the electric stimulation 
I/O function is linear in the human head. 
 
Figure 6. Input-output plot for cochlear implant stimulation for different datasets. A dataset refers to a 
subject being stimulated using a selected phase duration as reported in Table 1. The input current was 
normalized to the largest current value used for any dataset. For any recording site in a dataset, the output 
voltage was normalized to the voltage obtained with the largest current for that dataset. Points and error 
bars represent the mean and standard deviation of the normalized voltages over all the recording sites for 
a single current level. 
Gain 
Figure 7 shows the experimental gain for both CI stimulation and tES. As plotted on the y-axis, 
gain measured from CI stimulation (Figure 7(a)) ranged from 0.12% to 1.1%, with the 
maximum measured at the scalp electrode nearest the CI return. For tES (Figure 7(b)), the gain 
ranged from -2.2% to 2.1%, with the maximum magnitude obtained from the ipsilateral to 
contralateral mastoid electrode pair (Mi-Mc). Second, substantial current spread was present in 
both outward and inward stimulation, with only 22% of tES electrode pair configurations 
producing a gain greater than 1%, and only one scalp recording site reaching this gain for CI 
stimulation. Third, the value for k was determined for each individual as a fitting parameter for 
the point source model of gain (x-axis, Figure 7). k values are listed in Table 2 and was found to 
be 0.078 ± 0.008 VSm-1 for CI stimulation and 0.151 ± 0.030 VSm-1 for tES. For CI stimulation, 
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gain varied as a function of electrode montage according to two distances (Equation 4): active 
stimulating to the target recording electrode and return stimulating to the target recording 
electrode (Figure 7(a)). The gain for tES also varied with electrode montage but required the 
knowledge of two additional distances (see Equation 5): active stimulating to monopolar 
reference electrode and return stimulating to monopolar reference electrode (Figure 7(b)). 
 
Figure 7. Experimental gain plotted against model gain. (a) For CI stimulation, experimental gain was the 
ratio of the recorded scalp potential and the stimulation voltage (calculated from impedance and input 
current). Model gain was fitted using Equation 4. (b) For tES, experimental gain was the ratio of the 
recorded voltage by back-telemetry and the stimulation voltage (recorded via the oscilloscope). Model 
gain was fitted using Equation 5. 
Table 2. Gain Model Fit Constant, k, and Correlation Coefficient, r, for CI Stimulation and tES. 
 CI Stim (20 µA) tES (100 µA) 
ID k r k r 
S1 0.070 0.885 0.186 0.846 
S2 0.073 0.854 0.136 0.733 
S3 0.088 0.817 0.165 0.904 
S4 - - 0.108 0.793 
S5 0.081 0.936 0.159 0.745 
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Discussion 
The present study delivered electric stimulation to the human head in both outward and inward 
directions, namely cochlear implant stimulation and transcranial electric stimulation, while 
recording their resulting electric potentials using scalp electrodes and cochlear implant back-
telemetry, respectively. Summarizing the main results here: (1) the voltage recording magnitude 
and polarity for both outward and inward stimulation are dependent on the location and distance 
of the recording electrodes from the stimulating electrodes; (2) voltage increases due to transient 
effects at the electrode-electrolyte interface are present for pulsed stimuli; (3) recordings are 
linearly dependent on current amplitude; (4) maximum gain was only 2.2%; and (5) a point 
current source model can predict the gain based on distances between electrodes. 
Technology Advantages and Limitations 
To our knowledge, this is the first study that utilizes cochlear implant back-telemetry to record 
electric potentials resulting from electric stimulation other than the CI itself. Using the CI in this 
way provides a recording device that is permanently inside the living human head. This has two 
benefits: (1) not having to use animal models in place of human subjects, and (2) avoiding the 
need for surgical methods to temporarily insert intracranial recording electrodes. A potential 
limitation is that the presence of the CI in the head can distort the tES electric field in the vicinity 
of the components, affecting the reliability in extrapolating these results to non-CI subjects. 
Nevertheless, we can take advantage of this device in subjects to measure the gain in the inner 
ear and approximate the proportion of stimulating current reaching the auditory nerve during 
tES. 
The present study utilizes an EEG cap for the measurement of scalp potentials resulting from CI 
stimulation, however not all EEG electrode sites could be used. Most of the unused electrodes 
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were in the vicinity of the implant body because the external coil prevented some electrodes 
from contacting the skin. If these electrodes could be included, it is expected that they would 
record higher electric potentials than those reported in this study, and therefore increase the 
maximum gain, especially for stimulation modes like MP2 and IE2 where the return electrode is 
on the implant body. In addition, the location of the reference electrode for the scalp potentials 
produced a bias in the recordings. The bias potential determined from the finite element model 
only represents an approximation and would need to be validated experimentally. Ideally, both 
the CI stimulation and scalp recording setups would utilize the same reference electrode to 
capture the true potentials without any bias. 
An analytical model of impedance was used to determine the capacitive component of 
impedance in this study36. However, this has some drawbacks. First, the model was based on CI 
stimulation in an animal model using an electrode array designed for cats. Here, we assume that 
the electrode surface area is similar to that used in a typical human CI. Differences in impedance 
were observed between different cats and also between individual electrodes on an array, 
suggesting variations in anatomy, electrode position, and fibrous tissue formation around the 
electrode play a key role in changing the impedance near an electrode. This has implications on 
our study as each subject needs to be considered on an individual basis, however, the same 
capacitive impedance value was used for all subjects. Finally, only one frequency component 
was used to approximate the biphasic square pulse. Knowing additional frequency terms here can 
provide a more accurate solution. 
Electric Stimulation I/O Functions 
For CI stimulation, polarization at the electrode-electrolyte interface likely gave rise to larger 
voltages for pulses with longer phase duration. This has been well studied by others for various 
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electrode geometries39, size40, and surface types and materials41. The complex geometry and 
environment here for the cochlear implant makes it difficult to determine the transition time 
between stimulus onset and steady-state conditions. The use of surface electrodes for tES has a 
different effect with voltages depending more on the location than the surface contact. 
Linear resistive behavior of the head was observed for CI stimulation, agreeing with the findings 
of experimental and modeling studies on electric stimulation16,23,32 and Equation 137. Knowing 
this permits estimation of the resulting voltage and electric fields for both outward and inward 
stimulation modalities by scaling. However, simply increasing the current delivered will not 
solve the deep-targeting problem due to safety concerns40,42, so the question becomes focusing 
the current toward the target site. 
The maximum gain obtained from all test cases was only 2.2%, suggesting only a small amount 
of current was able to reach the inner ear target. This is expected due to the location of the 
stimulating electrodes and their distance from the target site. The recorded gain, together with the 
model results, highlights the challenge in activating deep neural targets non-invasively, 
particularly the auditory nerve inside the densest bone in the skull. Unfortunately, even if the 
stimulating electrodes are positioned closer to the target neurons, current spread is still present 
through low impedance pathways. For example, CI stimulation of auditory nerve fibers often 
results in shunting along the length of the cochlea when monopolar mode is used43,44. Moreover, 
the two stimulation cases differ in the tissue volume surrounding the stimulating electrodes, with 
current being delivered into a half-space domain for tES and a full-space domain for CI 
stimulation. This is likely to explain the doubling of gain for the inward stimuli compared to the 
outward scenario.  
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Finding ways to increase the amount of current reaching deep target structures remains an 
important goal for achieving more effective stimulation with remote electrodes. One method is to 
steer the current in the direction of the target by optimizing the locations of the stimulating 
electrodes. From Equation 5, the relative distances of the stimulating electrodes to the recording 
electrodes determine the gain. Our results showed that having one of the stimulating electrodes 
close to the target site while having the other electrode on the opposite side of the head produced 
the largest gain magnitude and increased the current traveling to the target45. As examples, the 
ipsilateral and contralateral ear canal (Ei-Ec) or the ipsilateral mastoid and forehead (Mi-Fpz) 
electrode pair both exhibited large gains for the intracochlear target. The orientation of the 
electrodes in space is also important as it affects the distances between the electrodes. While 
these values were obtained with only a single pair of electrodes, there is potential to further 
increase the focality of the stimulation by employing additional electrodes in novel arrangements 
with optimized input currents19,46 and waveforms27. 
Within the same electrode montages for tES, current gain patterns varied across subjects 
suggesting the importance of tissue properties, geometry, and electrode positioning47. For brain 
stimulation, factors such as head size, skull thickness45, or muscle tissue thickness may 
contribute to inter-individual differences22. This variation between subjects suggests that 
stimulation parameters for tES would need to be catered for each subject if it was to be used 
clinically, agreeing with recommendations by others22. Once an ideal configuration is found for a 
particular subject, an extra step of fine-tuning can be performed to achieve the best result. 
Far-Field Modeling 
The gain fitting model used in this study was made based on a few assumptions. First, the 
derivation assumed the stimulating electrodes to be charged current sources. Realistically, the 
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electrodes have differing size and shape, which can produce non-uniform distributions near the 
surface and affect the amount of current passing through different tissues. Second, the model 
assumes a homogeneous medium, which greatly differs from what is present in a human head 
with a wide range of tissues, each possessing differing electric conductivity. The skull is a highly 
resistive tissue that can prevent current from reaching an auditory nerve target. The fitting 
parameter determined in this model varied between individuals, which is likely to be explained 
by the above points. Regardless, the model still provided a reliable means for verifying the gain 
for CI stimulation and tES with correlation coefficients above 0.73 (Table 2) and approximating 
the amount of current reaching a target. While activation of a neuron or brain region is better 
defined by electric field or current density, it is difficult to obtain these measures in vivo. 
Computational modeling methods, such as finite element modeling for volume conduction and 
neural modeling for activation48, can be used to fill this space and further optimize electric 
stimulation techniques across a wide variety of applications, including deep brain 
stimulation49,50, vagus nerve stimulation51, and CI stimulation32,38. In turn, the electric potential 
data presented here can serve as a unique validation method to ensure such models are reliable in 
their predictions. 
Implications 
Deep neural targets, such as the thalamus, vagus nerve, or auditory nerve, remain challenging 
targets for electric stimulation for the reasons mentioned above. However, they remain important 
targets for non-invasive stimulation. To date, non-invasive deep brain stimulation has not been 
achieved in humans. However, remote activation of the auditory nerve through tES has been 
shown to produce auditory sensations26,52, suppress the loudness of tinnitus25,26,52,53, and reduce 
the annoyance of the tinnitus53. Optimizing stimulation parameters with the methods introduced 
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here, could aid the development of viable treatment or therapy options for a wide variety of 
neurological disorders. These techniques can also be extended to other chronically implanted 
devices, including those used in deep brain stimulation or vagus nerve stimulation, to study how 
transcranial currents reach other deep neural targets and, in turn, how their electrical artifacts 
pass through the head. 
Conclusions 
In this study, we measured electric potentials resulting from CI stimulation and tES to better 
understand the spreading of current from various electrode montages. We found large amounts of 
current spread for tES, with a maximum gain of only 2.2%. Variations were observed between 
subjects for the same stimulation configuration, suggesting stimulation parameters should be 
made patient-specific. The techniques described here can enable us to optimize these stimulation 
parameters to activate deep targets non-invasively, such as the auditory nerve, and improve tES 
strategies for treating neurological disorders. 
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